Use of a High-Power Laser for Wound Healing: A Case Report
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Abstract

Introduction: The use of low-level laser therapy to treat wounds and accelerate tissue healing has extensively been studied in recent years. The aim of this article is to describe a clinical case using an unfocused high-power laser instead of a low-power laser for therapy.

Case Report: In the present article, we present the use of a high-power diode laser to treat an extensive knee injury that occurred after surgical treatment for total prosthesis due to border ischemia resulting from prolonged use of autostatic retractors.

Conclusion: It is possible to use an unfocused high-power laser at a decreased intensity to accelerate healing as an adjuvant in the treatment of complicated wounds. This procedure results in reduced application time and cost and an excellent tissue response pattern similar to that reported in the literature with low-power lasers.
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Introduction

Low-power lasers and LEDs have been used in phototherapy in recent years to accelerate wound healing in patients with a local or systemic issue in which the healing process is altered.¹⁻⁴

Several studies have shown that photobiomodulation with lasers or LEDs effectively treats wounds and accelerates healing both in experimental models and in humans.²⁻⁵ However, the vast majority of studies have used low-power lasers and LEDs.

The aim of this case report is to show that an unfocused high-power laser offers similar benefits to a low-power laser but with shorter exposure time and fewer sessions. An unfocused high-power diode laser (10 W) was used to treat poorly healing wounds. The application time and the number of treatment sessions were reduced compared to those reported in studies using low-intensity lasers.

Case Report

The patient AGP (76 years, female) presented with an iatrogenic ischemic ulcer caused by prolonged use of a retractor during orthopedic surgery for total knee prosthesis without changes in her blood macrocirculation. The lesion was considered difficult to treat with traditional methods because it demonstrated a high potential risk to the functional viability of the affected limb after 28 days of hyperbaric oxygen therapy (23 daily, uninterrupted sessions) without improvement.

The patient underwent one transdermal high-intensity laser therapy session each week for a total of twelve sessions. A diode laser with a wavelength of 980 nm and a power of 10 W was used with continuous emission. The beam-irradiated area was 10 mm in diameter, and the focal length was 6 cm between the fiber and the irradiated area, which was standardized using the handpiece of the device. The applications were performed using the scanning technique with a velocity of 1 cm/s. The approximate energy density was 3.18 J/cm².

The total time averaged 78 seconds for each application in the initial phase and was gradually reduced as the lesion started to heal. One application in each weekly session was considered sufficient to deliver the energy density necessary to achieve the desired result. The treated wound had an area of approximately 245 cm². The laser application was simple and painless and did not require any anesthesia or associated analgesia. During the intervals between laser application sessions, the patient was advised to maintain proper hygiene of the lesion. The need for analgesics for pain control on the days between sessions was greatly reduced after treatment started. As the lesion began to heal, the irradiation time was reduced according to the extent of lesion reduction. The high-
power laser sessions followed the scanning technique with a velocity of 1 cm/s and approximate energy density of 3.18 J/cm².

The treatment sessions started after surgical resection of the necrotic tissue, which was visible as a black crust covering the wound (Figure 1A), with the patient under sedation. An area covered with seropurulent secretion and an abundance of fibrin was present below the crust (Figure 1B). Laser application was performed according to the described methodology. After starting the transdermal high-power laser application, a reduction in exudates and perilesional edema was observed along with a consequent reduction in the area covered by crust and devitalized tissue.

During the first week, a significant reduction in secretion was observed, and the area covered by fibrin was replaced by granulation tissue. This condition developed progressively in each session (Figures 2A; 2B; 3A). Similarly, concentric and rapid epithelialization of all wound borders occurred (Figures 3B and 4). Complete wound healing occurred 64 days after treatment began. It was also noted that the scar tissue pattern had a flat and organized structure with characteristics similar to the adjacent normal skin with no retraction or keloid formation.

**Discussion**

According to the nature and extent of the wound and damaged tissue, cutaneous lesions may heal by primary or secondary intention. In extensive cutaneous lesions, tissue loss results in difficult or even impossible border approximation; therefore, secondary intention healing is the natural method of tissue restoration. This is a slower process with a high risk of infection. This type of healing produces contraction of the scar and extensive scarring and often involves high treatment costs. Laser therapy is associated with reduced inflammatory infiltration intensity. The radiation emitted by lasers in the red and infrared range promotes increased fibroblast proliferation and accelerates wound epithelialization. Hawkins et al evaluated changes in the wound area of humans treated with an 820 nm diode laser at 8 J/cm². They found that by the sixth day, wounds that had been irradiated with the laser had a 153% greater area reduction than wounds in a control group. According to Mejía et al, it is possible to reduce the healing time of wounds by 40% with a low-intensity laser.

According to reports in the scientific literature, the application of low-level laser therapy in the treatment of wounds accelerates wound healing time by influencing both inflammatory and proliferative phases and also stimulates a more harmonious and organized healing process, ultimately producing better aesthetic results in the scar tissue.

Recently, high-power lasers have been used in an unfocused manner or at a lower intensity than those used in cutting or coagulation to achieve the same biomodulatory effects of low-power lasers. Peat et al conducted a study on the effects of in vitro photobiomodulation with high-power lasers on the viability and cytokine expression of bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells. They concluded that high-power laser photobiomodulation of these mesenchymal stem cells produces an anti-inflammatory effect and thus improves the therapeutic properties of these cells for musculoskeletal disease.
treatment without affecting cellular survival and by positively regulating IL-10 and VEGF expression. IL-10 is anti-inflammatory and inhibits proinflammatory cytokine synthesis, and VEGF is a positive regulator of angiogenesis during tissue healing. Angelova and Ilieva conducted a pilot study to evaluate the effectiveness of high-power lasers in reducing pain after knee osteoarthritis; they found that laser treatment resulted in reduced pain and improved knee function and offered a better quality of life for these patients.

The use of high-power lasers to perform photobiomodulation as described in this study significantly decreases the duration of laser therapy sessions; thus, more patients can be treated in a limited period of time. The disadvantages of these devices include their cost, which is higher than that of low-intensity lasers, and the need for greater expertise to prevent undesirable effects such as burns and pain.

**Conclusion**

Treatment with an unfocused high-power laser at a dose of 3.18 J/cm² applied once a week was effective in aiding the healing process and tissue repair of the treated patient. The use of unfocused high-power lasers to treat poorly healing wounds offers advantages, such as decreased application time, painless sessions, reduced analgesic use, and no healing problems such as retraction or keloid formation, as observed in this specific case. Larger studies are needed to determine the effects and safety parameters when using unfocused high-power lasers for wound healing.
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